One __ is to the other side of the pool and back
A floating marker
A dry, flat area near the pool, or the floor of a ship
While swimming laps, stay in your __
A manmade indoor or outdoor swimming area
One thing the beach has that a pool doesn’t
You can retrieve batons or __ from the bottom of the pool
The __ lead into the pool if you don’t want to jump in
Swimming would be impossible without __
Helps you out of the deep end of the pool
You’re supposed to __ before entering the pool
Back, breast, or crawl __
These help you see underwater
Swimming has been an __ event since 1896
No __ around the pool; you don’t want to slip and fall
The result of insufficient sunscreen
Keeps your hair dry while swimming
When the __ sounds, stop what you’re doing and listen
Chemical that keeps the water clean
Little kids use these to help stay afloat
You can throw this to rescue someone who can’t swim well
One piece, two piece, or trunks, but don’t forget it
Blocks the sun while you’re resting near the pool or beach
Gives your arms something to hold while learning to kick
The person who enforces the pool rules and watches swimmers
Many swim toys and flotation devices are __
A water safety __ teaches swimming lessons
Platform from which you can jump into the water

Enter unused letters from puzzle, in order:

____ _____ _____ _____ _____
____ _____ _____ _____ _____
____ _____ _____ _____ _____

Copy boxed letters to form your hidden message:
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